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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
Sean Haren Racing  
Chelmsford (A.W) 21:10 - Sanam @ 1/1 Win Bet  

Neo Investments  
Nottingham 17:30 - Freud @ 5/2 Win Bet  

Trend Betting  
Newcastle (A.W) 16:50 - Frank's Legacy @ 5/1 Each Way Bet  
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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Froome Can Win His Fifth Tour de France 

Francesco Molinari became the first player from Italy to win a major championship in 
the Open on Sunday and Geraint Thomas could become the first cyclist from Wales 
to win the Tour de France. Bradley Wiggins won the race in 2012 to record the first 
British win and riders from the UK have won five of the last six races. 


Chris Froome is a four times winner and he is second behind Thomas in the General 
Classification. The Tour is in the mountains for the next four stages and then there is 
a Time Trial. Racing conditions will suit FROOME so he can win the most famous 
bike race in the world for the fifth time and that outcome is 11/8 with Ladbrokes.


Football is now a 12 month sport and qualifying for the Champions League had 
begun before the final of the World Cup. It was a good tournament for England and 
a place in the final was there for the taking. Ultimately Croatia were the better team 
in the semi-final and Belgium beat England in the 3rd/4th place match. France got 
better as the tournament progressed and they were worthy winners of the World 
Cup. 


The next two year cycle begins with qualifying for the next European 
Championships. The semi-finals and final are being played at Wembley and home 
advantage can help England. However, FRANCE are young and good enough to win 
win Euro 2020 at 4/1 with William Hill.  


There are two major racing festivals next week and it’s the King George V1 and 
Queen Elizabeth Stakes at Ascot on Saturday. The Galway Festival and Glorious 
Goodwood are like chalk and cheese when it comes to racing occasions. At the end 
of the day both meetings are about betting and the racing despite the contrasting 
locations. Betting turnover is huge at both tracks and off-course. 


Racing at the top level is in good order but the bread and butter stuff offers poor 
levels of prize money. Chelmsford is the most lucrative meeting today and the 
richest race is the handicap over six furlongs at 7.10pm. CENTOTAPH has won over 
the course and distance and is the horse to back at 2/1 with Coral.  


Haggas And Newland Produce 15 Winners As 
Forecast - By High Roller Racing


Last week we highlighted three trainers to follow… they produce masses of winners 
with some sparkling performances… William Haggas produced 10 winners and Dr 
Richard Newland 5 winners which at the time of writing could go upwards today 
(Sunday). This week we have three more trainers to follow so let’s deal with them 
one by one.
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Moarco Botti has not been in very good form for a couple of months but there are 
signs he is now returning to form. Lady Al Thumana was a recent winner for Marco 
on the 11th July and she could step up again at either Nottingham or Sandown she 
was impressive with her turn of foot. Calla Gilda drops into claiming company for the 
first time at Lingfield on Wednesday and has strong claims as the form of her last 
run is working out well. Another from the Botti yard with a chance is Flora Tristan 
who should go close if taking up the entry at Lingfield. Marco has a filly named 
Seprani who I have been told to look for in the near future. Ignore Marco at your peril 
he is showing all the signs of coming back to form.


Willie Mullins has his ‘summer’ horses in splendid form and is clocking up a lot of 
winners. Willie likes to give the Flat Trainers something to think about and I was told 
he likes nothing better than getting one over on the trainers who train flat only. On 
Saturday Willie won a good race at Newbury on the flat with Stratum who could give 
these trainers another kick in the teeth very soon. Masons Daughter, Pleasure Dome 
and Eight And Bob who look to have chances if running in the races entered for. 
Keep both eyes on Willies horses both over obstacles and the flat.


Gavin Patrick Cromwell is an upcoming trainer who needs looking at. His exploits in 
Graded Races with Jers Girl last season for JP McManus showed his capability to 
get a horse right for the day. Three of Gavins horses have caught my attention and 
they should run close at hand. They are Aasleagh Dawn, As De Pique and 
Ejayteekay now these three must be backed if appearing in the next ten days. This 
guy will be a big trainer in the future.


So everybody spoken about… Willie Haggas, Dr Newland, Willie Mullins all seem in 
good form well so is High Roller Racing. This service has a 52% strike rate in July so 
far winning over. £2,000 for those members bracing at £100 per point. It’s like having 
another extra income. High Roller tips max of one horse per day… you back it… it 
wins you collect your winnings… you pay High Roller £10 for that winning tip. Would 
you like to earn like that? We don’t claim to have 40/1 or 50/1 winners we don’t do 
that stuff hoping to get a big winner… we give reliable selections and 52% is lower 
than our average. Give us a go by following the link below.


CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 

Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


Last week we gave out a couple of horses of interest for the future both starting 
brightly before weakening. Time will tell but there will be a race for each of them. I 
would like to see Cold Harbour drop in trip to around a mile and 2 f in a handicap. 
Today another horse at a big price is Chelmsford 8-10 Stakes (Class 4) 8f BALAAWY 
33/1 widely available. She ran as green as grass on debut but was very striking in 
the paddock before the race and caught my attention. She will only improve with 
age and she should peak around 5 yo. Still looks to have a bit of growing left but is 
already a nice looking filly from a good family I would be surprised if she doesn’t 
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take a step forward today and run a better race. The rating she generated for us last 
time if improved upon could see her in the frame for this race. Definitely another for 
the future though so put it in your tracker! I’m only interested in that one horse 
today.


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00! 
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